The Six Phases & Three Levels of Learning for Learning Networks

For more information, visit the USAID Learning Lab’s Learning Network Resource Center at http://usaidlearninglab.org/learning-networks

1 NETWORK DESIGN
   + Develop a model
   + Competitively select grantees
   + Select a facilitator

2 NETWORK LAUNCH
   + Hold a kick-off meeting
   + Orient grantees
   + Develop workplans

3 ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING
   + Hold regular grantee meetings
   + Provide technical support
   + Write learning journals

4 BROADER GROUP ENGAGEMENT
   + Make connections between grantees
   + Hold a mid-term meeting

5 NETWORK LEARNING
   + Focus on the network learning agenda
   + Redefine roles

6 INDUSTRY ENGAGEMENT
   + Finalize deliverables
   + Hold the final meeting
   + Disseminate learning
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